Introduction
There is a growing awareness of the importance of Sohare project Management (SPM) to which recognition of 'software engineering' as a discipline has contributed. Evidence of this includes the publication of PRINCE, the government standards for the management of IT projectsl; the Certiftcate in Project Management that is administered by the Infomation Systems Examinations Board and the formation of PROMS-G, the BCS special interest group for project management. The University of Brighton has responded to this interest. The original focus was on the development of a module for the inter-university Modular Masters in Software Engineering (MMSE) which allows industrial practitioners to obtain an MSc by completing modules of their choice from a range offered by a number of different universities in the UK. A module would require the amdance at a intensive course for a week, these courses being also open to others not participating in the overall scheme. The SPM material developed has subsequently been used in customised fonns on a range of other c o u m , both undergraduate and post-graduate.
Development of SPM material
A continuing question has been what topics to include. The approach taken has been influenced by our perception of what constitutes the current 'state of the art', the current practices of industry, and the needs of students preparing for industrial placements and final year pmjects2. It was hoped that PRINCE would provide a strucaued step by step approach and a set of useful, proven techniques. In fact PRINCE was found to lay down standards about the content of planning documents, but to be rather thin on the techniques: for instance, no specific estimating methods are prescribed. A further problem was that our degree and full time MSc students not unreasonably look towards the SPM component of their studies to provide guidance with the projects that are the culmination of their courses, while the PRINCE model was not easy to scale down into an approach which is helpful with these.
The ' Step Wise' framework The response has been our own SPM framework which comprises a number of steps to be taken when planning a project (see Figure 1) and which is the basis for our teaching and for the recently published text3. Individual techniques such as estimating, critical path network analysis and risk management can be applied at the appmpriate step. The framework covers only project planning: it contains a step 'Execute plan' but does not include monitoring and c o r " This omission was deliberate as PRINCE seemed to be quite adequate with these aspects. In retrospect, this emphasis may have its dangers: however good a plan is, if it is not properly executed and conmlled the risk of failure will be great. The approach is designed to complement PRINCE, which emphasises the iterations of planning in outline first and then in more detail as the time approaches to tackle a part of the project. In a large project, Step 4, 'Identify the products and activities' would be reviewed and Steps 5 to 8 would be repeated at each lower, more detailed, level of planning.
Step 4 itself also depends heavily on the PRINCE planning approach of identifying products first, then product flows and finally an 'ideal' activity network. The stakeholder analysis in Step 1 owes much to the ideas of 'Theory W Management' 4, while Step 3, 'Analyse project characteristics', originally owed much to Martyn Odd5 but has subsequently been much influenced by Euromethod.
An overview of the 'Step Wise' framework
Step 0 Select project
Step 1 Establish project scope and objectives Identify objectives and measures of effectiveness in meeting them. Identify project team organisation 'What is the organizutionaifrmework?r
Establish of a project authority
Step Step 8 Review/publicise plan Review quality aspects of project plan Completeheview documentation of plan Publicise plan and obtain agreement of parties to project
Step 9/10 Execute plan/ lower levels of planning This may quire the reiteration of the planning process at a lower level.
